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Executive Summary
The present document is a deliverable of the BRAIN-IoT project, funded by the European Commission, under
its Horizon 2020 Research and innovation program (H2020), reporting the validation results of the activities
carried out by “WP6 – Test, Demonstration and Evaluation”. This deliverable includes the results of the
validation methodology described in the “Deliverable D6.2 – Integration and Lab Scale Evaluation” and
“Deliverable D6.3 - Phase 1 Integration and Evaluation Framework” and it follows the presentation philosophy
of validation results in some production environments. The deliverable does not extend deeply the sections
included in the previous D6.2 and D6.3 more than necessary, but it adds information and remarks important
aspects related to the validation methodology needed for the good comprehension of the process and that
they were not indicated in the D6.3 because the approach was not yet fully defined at the time of writing that
deliverable.
The development activities are being performed in the WP3, WP4 and WP5 and the activities of verification,
validation and evaluation will be reported in the deliverables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 of WP6.
This deliverable includes 5 sections. Section 1 introduces a summary of concepts related to the validation
procedures. Section 2 presents the process of the validation management including the methodology. Section
3 is the main section, and includes the results of the validation activities during the first validations iteration,
indicating the status of every test and requirement defined in the previous activities. Section 4 contents the
status of the tests and demonstrations regarding the KPIs defined in the Grant Agreement and extended in the
deliverable D6.2. Section 5 provides the main conclusions related to the validation process and results.
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1

Introduction

In next paragraph, the mining of the concepts used in this methodology are explained according different
bibliography.
-

Verification is the set of activities performed to be sure that a product is being designed and developed
matching with the product requirements and specifications. According the IEEE Community [1], verification
is the process of evaluation a system or component, to determine whether the product of a given
development phase satisfy the condition imposed at the start of that phase. These activities can include
checking requirements, perform simulations, design reviews, testing, inspections, etc. They are performed
to ensure that components and different subsystems satisfy the requirements and performances during the
design and development phases.

-

Validation is the set of activities performed to ensure that the product has been developed and operates
according to the requirements, performances, stakeholder’s expectations and constraints accomplishment.
According to the IEEE Community [2] is the process of evaluating a system or component during or at the
end of the development process to determine whether is satisfies specified requirements. These activities
can be performed in real conditions doing functional tests over a minimum viable product.

-

Testing, according to Avner Engel [3], testing is an activity in which a system is activated under specified
conditions, the results are observed or recorder, and an evaluation is made of some aspects of the system.
More specifically, testing represents the execution of a set of tests (or test vectors) on a system or
component, under specific conditions, to carry out its verification, validation or evaluation. The application
of the total number of test vectors and their obtained results (“Passed”, “Failed”)” will determine the
complete verification or validation of the given component, sub-system or system.
But in other bibliography and methodologies “testing” has another approach, for instance, according to the
International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB): A common misperception of testing is that it
only consists of running tests, i.e., executing the software and checking the results. […]. Some testing does
involve the execution of the component or system being tested; such testing is called dynamic testing. Other
testing does not involve the execution of the component or system being tested; such testing is called static
testing. So, testing also includes reviewing work products such as requirements, user stories, and source code.
In the project, for having a clear methodology and for optimization in terms of time and efforts, the authors
consider that testing is as a way to execute a set of defined test vectors to do an evaluation of a given
component, subsystem or system, in order to verify or validate if those elements satisfied their
associated requirements and specifications.

-

Evaluation, according to Peter Marwedel [4], is the process of quantitative information computing of some
key characteristics (or “objectives”) of a certain (possibly partial) design and provide a judgment.

From these concepts, it is considered that testing is one technique for validation, and it is the main used for
the validation procedure in this methodology. This means that the procedure used in the methodology tries
to validate the requirements by defining tests for every requirement. Some requirements, typically a nonfunctional requirements or high level requirements, can need another technique different than the testing. In
this sense, the concept “demonstration” is used in the validation framework. This “demonstration” is like an
execution “test” but more flexible in the terms of the “steps” definition, this means that it is not necessary to
define the execution splitting the flow in steps, only to describing the process of this “demonstration”.
The methodology tries to follow some good practices of validation. Every test is linked to an only one
requirement, in order to avoid issues of traceability. If one test is linked to a several requirements, and the test
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fails in some step, in some software of requirements management, all the requirements would be identified as
failed, although this could be not true. A way to solve this, it is to identify some of steps with every requirement,
but usually this can be problematic if the requirement tool or the test management software is not good
enough for obtaining the results. Besides, if it is possible to link the steps with the requirements, then it would
be possible to split that tests in atomic tests keeping a relation one to one. From the perspective of the
requirements, it is possible, and common, to link one requirement to different tests, since the requirement can
need different test vectors in order to cover a different uses cases (for testing, not speaking about the robotics
and critical infrastructure scenarios) where the requirement needs to be covered.
According to the deliverable D6.2 in its Table 1.1, in the next table the documents related to this activities are
indicated.
ID

Title

Reference

Version

Date

D1.1

1.1

2018-02-19

[RD.1]

Project Handbook, Quality & Risk Management Plan

[RD.2]

Initial versions, Scenarios and Use Cases

D2.1

1.2

2019-02-28

[RD.3]

Initial Architecture and PoC Specifications

D2.2

1.2

2019-03-31

[RD.4]

Updated Visions, Scenarios, Use Cases and Innovations

D2.4

1.0og

2019-07-09

[RD;5]

Updated Architecture and Test Sites Specifications

D2.5

1.0og

2019-07-30

[RD.6]

Final Visions, Scenarios, Use Cases and Innovations

D2.6

[RD.7]

Final Architecture and Test Sites Specifications

D2.7

[RD.8]

Initial AI and ML features for smart behaviour and actuation

D3.2

1.0_b

2019-02-28

[RD.9]

Initial Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT behaviour

D3.3

1.0_b

2019-04-02

[RD.10]

Initial Tools for dependable Smart Behaviour

D3.4

1.0

2019-06-27

[RD.11]

Final AI and ML features for smart behaviour and actuation

D3.6

[RD.12]

Final Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT behaviour

D3.7

[RD.13]

Final Tools for dependable Smart Behaviour

D3.8

[RD.14]

Initial discovery, search, composition and orchestration
enablers

D4.1

1.0

2018-11-23

[RD.15]

Initial Deployment and operation enablers

D4.2

[RD.16]

Final discovery, search, composition and orchestration
enablers

D4.4

[RD.17]

Final Deployment and operation enablers

D4.5

[RD.18]

Initial Threat modelling and Security assessment of target
scenarios, solutions

D5.1

1.0

2018-08-07

[RD.19]

Updated Threat modelling and Security assessment of target
scenarios, solutions

D5.4

[RD.20]

Lab-scale Evaluations

D6.2

1.0

2019-07-09

[RD.21]

Phase 1 Integration and Evaluation Framework

D6.3

1.0

2019-05-15

[RD.22]

Phase 2 Integration and Evaluation Framework

D6.5

[RD.23]

Phase 2 Evaluation Report

D6.6
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2

Validation Management
Introduction

This validation procedure is focused in the integration and laboratory evaluations, as it was indicated in the
“Task 6.1 – Integration and Lab-scale Evaluation”. For carrying on this procedure, some tests were executed in
a specific meeting on 5th and 6th of February 2020 and others were performed before the meeting as internal
verification process.
Methodology
In this section, it is provided information about the process of the validation framework. Usually in this
methodology the interdependencies between requirements tried to be avoided and also the
interdependencies between tests. In a validation scenario with hundreds or thousands of requirements and
tests, the comprehension of the results of tests or requirements is more difficult because the status of some of
them depend on others, making the traceability more complex. More critical aspect is that for ensuring a
vertical validation between levels of implementation, the requirements of a low level shall ensure all the
possible case studies that their higher level requirement can trigger. In this Methodology, for allowing the
dependencies, the implementation process shall follow a top-down approach or the V-model approach [5]. In
this project and according to the WP2 deliverables, the BRAIN-IoT platform is specified in four levels of
abstraction, “scenario” level, “system” level, “component” level and “coding”, but not using intermediate
“subsystem” levels, so the requirements that belong to a different components are included in the BRAIN-IoT
system level. The next figure represents the relation between the abstraction levels and the project
implementation:

Figure 1: Validation methodology.

The “Categories” defined in the project would correspond with a “subsystem” classification, since they contents
the different “products” defined. The “Categories” in the figure, would be placed between the blocks “High
Level Design” and “Low Level Design”, but they don’t have an own validation process due to time/efforts
constraints in the project. Instead of that, the requirements that belongs to different products are included in
the higher category of “BRAIN-IoT Solution”.
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Figure 2: “Category” position in the methodology.

For some high level requirements it is possible to follow a top-down solution in this validation framework. The
approach is explained using an example regarding a requirement “X” of high level designed. In this example
there are other requirements “W”, “Y” and “Z” of low level design, generated from “X”. If “W”, “Y” and “Z” cover
the 100% of the casuistic of the requirement “X”, those requirements can be used for validating the requirement
“X” without the need of defining a specific test “X”. The next figure illustrates this rule that shall be
accomplished.

Figure 3: Top-down solution for testing.

Three types of requirements have been considered from the WP2: Functional Requirements, Non-Functional
Requirements and Design Requirements. In this validation methodology, a point of flexibility was introduced
in order to ensure that all the requirements can be validated. To validate those requirements, two concepts are
introduced “testing” and “demonstration”:
 For functional requirements, and some non-functional requirements, the technique used is “Testing”. This
means to use tests for the validation.


For some other non-functional requirements, and requirements where it is not possible to define “steps”
for a test, like some "design" requirements, it is used the concept “demonstration”. This "demonstration",
in the same way than a “test”, has actions that need to be triggered in order to ensure that the requirement
has been accomplished, but unlike the tests, the actions are not structured in “steps”, only a description
is indicated about how the actions shall be performed.
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In any case, every “characteristic” or “specification” that has been named in the documents with the word
"requirement" will follow one of the two options. In the D6.4, the whole list of requirements is indicated with
their status, independently of the type. The validation process composed of four steps:
 Preparation phase:





o

To collect the requirements defined during the WP2 tasks with the products, categories and use
cases.

o

To define a set of tests for each requirement.

o

In case that a requirement is shared by a subsystem (more than one product involved at the same
time), the requirement is split into two different requirements and responsible is assigned for each
test related to each requirement.

Test definition:
o

Every requirement shall have one test or demonstration associated, as minimum.

o

It’ is possible that one requirement needs more than one test for being covered. This depends on the
characteristics of the requirement.

o

The tests and demonstrations are defined in the excel files, and uploaded in the ownCloud.

The tests cover the different products, the integrated solution and both scenarios presented in the next
table:
CATEGORY

PRODUCT and scenarios

BRAIN-IoT Solution

Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform
BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modelling Language

Modelling & Validation Framework

BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language
BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool
BRAIN-IoT Code Generator
BRAIN-IoT Fabric
sensiNact Edge Node(s)

Execution platform

ROS Edge Node
BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository
ACE Server

Security & Privacy Framework

BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness,
Risk Assessment and Control Measures Tool
BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool

Reusable Smart Behaviours

Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour
Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour
Service Robotics Scenario

BRAIN-IoT Scenarios

Critical Infrastructure Scenario
Table 2: BRAIN-IoT products and scenarios

o

In the case that a product contains requirements from different partners, the tests can be provided
in different files for the same product.
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Validation process:
o

This validation process is considered as the first validation iteration.

o

The end line was on 7th February 2020.

o

The requirements validated were the ones related to the products, integrated BRAIN-IoT platform
and scenario defined in the moment of the meeting in Turin on 7th February,

o

Some commentaries were added in the tables of the excel files of the tests, in the column “Remarks
during the execution”. The commentary depends on the status of the step:


“Failed”  to indicate the root cause (if it is known), or why we think that can be the reason, or
at least what we are observing that do not go fine.



“Blocked”  to indicate why the step is blocked



“Not Apply”  to indicate why the step doesn’t apply



“Incomplete”  to indicate why the step is incomplete

For instance:

Status

Remarks during the execution

BLOCKED

It is needed to use the MEDUSA infrastructure to use the data of turbidity, Chlorydine and/or PH

Figure 4: Example of commentary regarding the status of one step.



After the validation:
o

The Excel files are uploaded and updated into the ownCloud. The partner responsible of a product
uploads its own excel table.

o

A prepared Excel file extracts the final results from all the result tables, indexing the correspondent
cells.

o

The final results are reviewed by the leader of the task “T6.3 – Demonstrations and Evaluation in Test
Sites”, in this case is EMALCSA that checks in detail the results in order to find inconsistencies.

o

In case of inconsistencies, wrong information, or missed tests, EMALCSA opens a round of
consultation in order to fix the issues.

o

The results are added in the D6.4 as a validation report, separating the coverages of rests and
requirements.

o

In the document, commentaries related to the validation are added to almost every tests and
requirements that were not passed correctly.
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Test coverage
The tests defined cover the requirements related to each Product. In the next table, it is shown the products
that are covered and not covered by the tests.
CATEGORY

PRODUCT

TEST COVERAGE

PRODUCT OWNER

BRAIN-IoT solution

Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform

YES

BRAIN-IoT Consortium

BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modelling Language

YES

CEA-List

BRAIN-IoT PHY Layer Modelling Language

YES

STM-GNB

BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool

YES

CEA-List

BRAIN-IoT Code Generator

YES

UGA

BRAIN-IoT Fabric

YES

PAREMUS

sensiNact Edge Node(s)

YES

CEA-Leti

ROS Edge Node

YES

LINKS

BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository

NO

PAREMUS

ACE Server

YES

AIRBUS

BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk Assessment and Control Measures Tool

NO

LINKS

BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool

YES

UGA

Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour

YES

IM

Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour

YES

IM

Service Robotics Scenario

YES

ROBOTNIK

Critical Infrastructure Scenario

YES

EMALCSA

Modelling & Validation Framework

Execution platform

Security & Privacy Framework

Reusable Smart Behaviours

Table 3: Coverage of the products with tests.

The two products not covered with tests were under discussion at the moment of the validation procedure and
with features not finished. In the next iteration, this table will be uploaded depending on the conclusion,
decisions and developments regarding these two components.
Test description
Each test will be monitored with a table structured by the following dications:
 Responsible: The person of people that are in charge of the definition and validation.


Validation Type: It indicates if the format corresponds to a “test” or to a “demonstration”.



Test / Demonstration ID: This identification will help referencing in other deliverables.



Component: This field indicates to which “product” the requirement belongs. Also if the requirement
belongs to one of the two scenarios, Critical Infrastructure or Service Robotics.



Scenario: It indicates on which scenario some requirements of “products” need to be tested.



Requirement covered: the requirements detailed in WP2 and addressed with this test should be included
in this column.



Initial conditions: this column groups all the different criteria that have to be met before the execution of
the test.



Final conditions: The conditions expected after the execution of the test.



Step number: each test is divided in different steps that have to be analysed and monitored separately.



Step description: the action to be performed and the expected result must be specified in this section.



Status: for each step of the test it must be specified if it is already executed, currently executed or still to
be performed.
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Remarks during the execution.

In the next images, an example of a tests it is shown. In the figure the test is split in two parts due to the number
of columns.
Val. Test /
Description of Fit
Responsable
Component Scenario Requirement Covered
Type Demo ID
criterion
LINKS, UGA, CEAList, ST

TEST

TEST_BPL_01

Integrated BRAIN- Service
IoT platform
Robotnic

#49: [REQ- BPL-F01] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall
support Developers to design and develop
new complex IoT Applications and Services
based on existing and reusable components.

IoT system-level applications can
be successfully and easily
developed by the end-user through
the tool provided by BRAIN-IoT.

Figure 5: Example of test, first columns.

Initial
Conditions

Final
Conditions

An use case is
provided with
the available IoT
devices and
platforms.

An IoT application
is developed and
strored in BRAINIoT Repository.

Step Step Description
1 A behavior language is defined which can be
used to describe the IoT device/plarform
capabilities including the service provided,
communication protocol and data model.
2 A modeling tool is developed that can support
the modeling language.
3 A code generator is developed that can
generate ready-to- be-deployed application
code from the system behavior model.
4 The envolved IoT devices/platforms are
descriped by using the language defined in
step1 through the modeling tool developed in
step2, and the outcome is stored in the Thing
Repository.
5 The system behavior is modeled at system
level, component level thrugh the modeling
tool developed in step2 and modeling language
defined in step 1, the models are stored in the
model repository.
6 The application artifacts are generated through
the code generator and uploaded in the artifacts
repository.

Status

Remarks during
the execution

PASSED

PASSED
PASSED

INCOMPLETE Currently the thing
repository is under
development, and the
outcome is strored
locally.
INCOMPLETE Currently the model
repository is under
development, and the
outcome is strored
locally.
PASSED

Figure 6: Example of test, last columns.
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Tests Status descriptions
The tests shall be identified, with the current test status and updated through the overall verification or
validation process, as follows:
 Not Run. It indicates that the test has not been yet executed.


Passed. The final conditions were achieved without failures in all the test steps.



Failed. The execution failed in one of the test steps.



Blocked. There is one-step that cannot be triggered for a reason different of a failure and this situation
blocks the rest of the execution.



Paused. In case that the test shall be paused in a step for an external reason of the procedure. Typically,
this status is obtained if the status some steps are “Passed” and others “No Run”. The status “Not apply”
is not taken into account for the logic of this status, if there are steps “Passed”, others “No Run”, and some
“Not Apply, the status of the test will remain as “Paused”.



Incomplete. There is a test step that could not be checked.



Not apply. In case that the test does not apply anymore because it is obsolete or has been derogated.
The status is obtained when all the steps of the test have the status “Not apply”.



Not defined. In case that the test is planned to cover a requirement but it has not defined yet and there
is not status information into the steps. It happens also if there is some step that does not have defined a
value, for example if the field is empty (he global excel adds a zero).

Each step has its own status and it belongs to another list, similar than the previous one regarding the test, but
not exactly the same:
 Not Run. The step has not been executed yet.


Passed. The step has been passed correctly.



Failed. The execution of the step failed.



Blocked. The step cannot be executed for a known reason.



Incomplete. The step is executed but the result cannot be checked.



Not Apply. The step does not apply because the aspect related with its execution will not be implemented,
it is derogated or obsolete, or also if the result expected in the step is not possible to check it.

The status of every test is obtained automatically with an excel file indexed to the files that content the tests
for every component. The values of the steps are evaluated following the next algorithm in order to obtain the
test status:
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Figure 7: Status logic regarding the tests.

Below, there is a summary of the important aspects of the logic regarding the validation results of the tests
during their execution:
 An important status is FAILED. If only one of the steps has failed, the test will be FAILED.


Another important status is BLOCKED. If there is no steps failed, but only one step is blocked, the test will
be BLOCKED.



The status INCOMPLETE happens when there is no steps failed or blocked, but only one step is incomplete.



After those important status, the rest of possibilities will depend on the combination of the step status
following the logic of the algorithm.



As it was indicated, this prioritisation is regarding the execution of a test. If the test has not been executed,
the logic will indicate if the test is not defined, not executed (No run) or not apply.

Requirement Status descriptions
At the same way that the status of the tests were defined, the requirements are linked to a status classification.
All the requirements are identified and updated with the correspondent status through the overall verification
or validation process, as follows:
 Not Run. It indicates that the requirement has associated tests but these tests were not executed yet.


Passed. The tests or demonstrations associated to the requirement were passed successfully without
failures in all the test steps. This implies that the requirement is achieved.
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Partial. There are test with the status “Passed”, and others with the status “No Run”.



Failed. The execution of one test/demonstration has failed in one of the steps, therefore the requirement
is not achieved.



Blocked. There are one or more tests that are blocked for some reason different than a failure. The test
cannot be triggered or finished because some particular step is blocked.



Incomplete. There are one or more incomplete tests. Typically, when the execution of a test is finished
but some step is incomplete, because for instance, the expected result was not achieved completely. This
status also can be obtained if the linked test is ongoing, but not finished yet because it has some step
paused.



Closed. In case that the all the tests associated are closed in the GitLab (see section 2.7) because they are
obsolete, the requirement has been derogated, or does not apply anymore. This status has to be updated
by hand in the GitLab and in the traceability tables.



Not covered. The requirement does not have tests or demonstrations associated to it. Also, if the fields
of test are empty.

The status of every requirement is obtained automatically with an excel file and depending on the status of the
tests linked to each requirement. This file indexes the results of all the tests defined for a component and
system. The values of the requirement status are evaluated following the next algorithm regarding the statuses
of the tests associated to that requirement:

Figure 8: Status logic regarding the requirements.
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In summary, the most important aspects of the logic regarding the validation results different than the status
“Passed” are the following:
 The status “Failed” indicates that there is an issue and that a review is needed after the validation process
to detect the root cause and to solve the problem.


The status “Blocked” indicates that although there is not a failure, the root cause of the block shall be
solved.



The status “Partial” indicates that the requirement has been tested with some test, but it has associated
some other test not executed yet.



The status “Incomplete” indicates that although there is not a failure or a blocking reason, the test shall
be finished in order to guarantee that the requirement is validated completely.



If the tests associated to the requirement have not been executed, then the status can be “No run”,
“Closed”, or directly “Not covered” in case that the tests are not yet defined.

Git-lab
The consortium has defined a methodology for requirements management by exploiting the GitLab tool,
detailed information is illustrated in D2.5 section 2 “Refinement and Prioritizing of Use Case Requirements”. It
provides the capability to trace and maintain the shared requirements among partners. The requirements have
been collected and transferred to the GitLab tool following the methodology defined in D2.5. Currently, the
tool contains the complete list of requirements, updated and refined after M18 to follow the requests of the
reviewers. Moreover, these requirements are served as foundation of the validation work and can be accessible
in GitLab by reviewers using the provided credentials.
In order to better structure the requirement, the consortium exploited the Volere template to define the
attributes of the requirement as shown in Figure:
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Figure 9: Screenshot of the Technical Requirement creation dialogue in BRAIN-IoT.

The procedure how to define a proper requirement can be found in D2.5 as well.
Test files
The results of the validation of every feature are added in its correspondent Excel file. The coverage of that file
is done by the owner of the feature during its validation process, and uploaded to the ownCloud in the right
folder indicated for every component. In the next figure, it is shown the relation between that main excel file
and the excel files that content the results of every partner tests.

Figure 10: Relations between test files

In the case of some product where different partners are involved in its specification, or in the case of the
platform category where multiple products work together, the folder has several files, one file for every partner
involved.
The file “VALIDATION RESULTS” indexes the status of all the requirements and tests, gathering the results of
all the validations. In the validation results table of every product or scenario, there is a matrix where it is
indicated the full requirement coverage by tests. That’s provides the crossed information between tests and
requirements (reference to table 3). In the next figure, an example of the component “sensiNact Edge Node(s)”
is presented.
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TOTAL REQS
execution platform
A graphical
[REQ-EPL-D02]
shalltool
provide
toSensiNact
facilitate
[REQ-EPL-D04]
device-interaction
shall
devices
ensure
SensiNact
monitoring
the interoperability
should
should
provide
be provided
abetween
geographical
heterogon
map o
TESTS/DEMO ASSOCIATED [REQ-EPL-F04] The[REQ-EPL-F05]
4 protocols.
SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_1

PASSED
PASSED

SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_2
PASSED

SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_3

INCOMPLETE

SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_4
TESTS AMOUNT PER REQ
NO RUN

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

PASSED

1

1

1

0

FAILED

0

0

0

0

BLOCKED

0

0

0

0

PAUSED

0

0

0

0

INCOMPLETE

0

0

0

1

CLOSED

0

0

0

0

NOT COVERED

0

0

0

1

REQUIREMENT STATUS

PASSED

PASSED

PASSED

INCOMPLETE

Figure 11: Matrix coverage of requirements with the tests.
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3

Results of the validation

The results of the validation are detailed in the next sections, indicating the status of the tests and of the
requirements. The main idea is to provide the information in such a way that provides value. For this reason,
the status of the particular steps of every test, or the requirement coverage matrixes, are not copied in this
document. More information is indicated in the Annex A regarding the storage of the files.
The next sections correspond with the different products, the BRAIN-IoT solution, and both scenarios “Services
Robotics” and “Critical Infrastructure”. The first two sections content the summary of the whole test results and
the summary of the covering of the whole list of requirements.
Global Coverage
In the following table it is indicated the number of tests and requirements related to every product and both
scenarios.
COVERAGE OF TESTS AND REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY

PRODUCT

TEST COVERAGE

PRODUCT OWNER

REQUIREMENTS

TESTS

BRAIN-IoT solution

Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform

YES

BRAIN-IoT Consortium

16

21

BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modelling Language

YES

CEA-List

9

9

BRAIN-IoT PHY Layer Modelling Language

YES

STM-GNB

4

4

BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool

YES

CEA-List

7

7

BRAIN-IoT Code Generator

YES

UGA

6

5

BRAIN-IoT Fabric

YES

PAREMUS

11

9

sensiNact Edge Node(s)

YES

CEA-Leti

4

4

ROS Edge Node

YES

LINKS

2

2

BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository

NO

PAREMUS

1

0

ACE Server

YES

AIRBUS

24

25

BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk Assessment and Control Measures Tool

NO

LINKS

0

0

BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool

YES

UGA

1

1

Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour

YES

IM

7

9

Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour

YES

IM

7

8

Service Robotics Scenario

YES

ROBOTNIK

18

18

Critical Infrastructure Scenario

YES

EMALCSA

Modelling & Validation Framework

Execution platform

Security & Privacy Framework

Reusable Smart Behaviours

20

26

137

148

Table 4: Coverage of the products with tests.

In the column “PRODUCT OWNER”, the partners responsible of component are defined. In the case of the
“Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform”, there is not one responsible but the consortium as a whole.
Global status of the Tests
In the following chart, the results of the tests after this first validation period can be observed.
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GLOBAL VALIDATION RESULTS OF TESTS

VALIDATION RESULTS

INCOMPLETE
5%
PAUSED
0%

BLOCKED
6%

NOT APPLY
1%
NOT DEFINED
0%

FAILED
0%

PASSED

FAILED

Quantity
81

PASSED

55

FAILED

0

BLOCKED

10

PAUSED
INCOMPLETE

0

NOT APPLY

2

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

155

7

NO RUN
52%

PASSED
36%

NO RUN

Total Status
NO RUN

BLOCKED

PAUSED

INCOMPLETE

NOT APPLY

NOT DEFINED

Figure 12: Global states of the tests.

From the results, it is possible to obtain some conclusions regarding the status:
 There are 52% of “No Run” and 5% of “Incomplete” tests. This highlights the fact that some features are
still under development so cannot be tested. The fact that was not possible yet to use the real
infrastructures of Critical Infrastructure and Robotics increases the percent of tests “No Run.”


There are 0% of tests failed, mainly because some solutions already developed by the partners are used
and integrated in the project, as sensiNact for instance.



The 6% of blocked test are related to the Critical Infrastructure where real devices are needed.

Global status of the Requirements
In the next chart can be observed the status of the requirements after the execution of the tests during the
validation period in format of circles.
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GLOBAL VALIDATION RESULTS OF REQUIREMENTS

VALIDATION RESULTS

CLOSED
2% NOT COVERED
4%
PARTIAL
5%

INCOMPLETE
4%

FAILED
0%

BLOCKED
7%

NO RUN
47%

Total Status

Quantity

NO RUN

64

PASSED

43

FAILED

0

BLOCKED

10

INCOMPLETE

6

PARTIAL

7

CLOSED

2

NOT COVERED
TOTAL NUMBER

5
137

PASSED
31%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 13: Global results of requirements.

From the results, it is possible to draw some conclusions regarding the status:
 As it was indicated before, some features are under development and discussion. This triggers the fact of
having a high percent of requirements with status “No Run” and some others with “Incomplete”, “Partial”
and “Not Covered”.


The 7% percent of requirements “Blocked” are mainly related to the Critical Infrastructure where the real
devices are needed.



The 2% of requirements “Closed” are mainly related to the security components where their requirements
have to be updated and some of have been split or closed.



There are less percent of requirements “Passed” (31%) that the tests “Passed” (36%), but this is normal
because some requirements need to have more than one tests for covering them.

Results for every product and scenario
In the next sections, the validation results for every product and scenario are showed, indicating the results for
every test and also the status that every requirement acquires with the test results.
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3.4.1

Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform
TESTS OF "BRAIN-IoT SOLUTION - Integrated BRAIN-IoT platform" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST_BPL_01

NO RUNnew complex11IoT Applications and Services b
#49: [REQ- BPL-F01] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall support Developers
INCOMPLETE
to design and develop
PASSEDnew complex6 IoT Applications and Services b
#49: [REQ- BPL-F01] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall support Developers
PASSED
to design and develop

TEST_BPL_02

Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILED new complex0 IoT Applications and Services b
#49: [REQ- BPL-F01] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall support Developers
NO RUN
to design and develop
BLOCKED and Services
0 already developed without r
#48: [REQ-BPL-F02] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow the possibility
NO RUN
to update IoT Application

TEST_BPL_03
TEST_BPL_04

0 Applications and Services.
#128: [REQ- BPL-F03] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow the deployment
PASSED and execution
of the designed IoT
PAUSED
INCOMPLETE
4
#129: [REQ- BPL-F04] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall integrate at least
PASSED
the Devices and Systems
which are relevant
for implementing the IoT

TEST_BPL_05
TEST_BPL_06
TEST_BPL_08

NOTand
APPLY
0
#130: [REQ- BPL-F05] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall ensure authentication,
NO RUN access control
end-to-end encryption
for smallest constrain
NOTand
DEFINED
0
#130: [REQ- BPL-F05] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall ensure authentication,
NO RUN access control
end-to-end encryption
for smallest constrain

TEST_BPL_09

TOTAL
#130: [REQ- BPL-F05] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall ensure authentication,
NO RUN access control
andNUMBER
end-to-end encryption
for smallest constrain
21

TEST_BPL_10

#131: [REQ-BPL-F06] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall ensure authentication,
NO RUN access control and end-to-end encryption for users.

TEST_BPL_11

#131: [REQ-BPL-F06] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall ensure authentication,
NO RUN access control and end-to-end encryption for users.

TEST_BPL_13

#132: [REQ- BPL-F07] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall provide meansNO
to RUN
make end users aware of the protection level of IoT Applications and

TEST_BPL_14

#12: [REQ- BPL-F08] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall provide means NO
for RUN
testing and validating the IoT Application or Service to guarantee the

TEST_BPL_12

#133: [REQ-BPL-F09] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall react autonomously
PASSED
to environmental changes.

TEST_BPL_15

[REQ-BPL-F10] BRAIN-IoT platform components shall respectNO
privacy
RUN by design approach and processes.

TEST_BPL_16

#134: [REQ- BPL-N01] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall support Developers
PASSEDto develop new complex IoT Applications and Services writing a m

TEST_BPL_17

#135: [REQ- BPL-N02] BRAIN-IoT shall support the System Operator
INCOMPLETE
reducing the effort and time to deploy a new complex IoT Applica

TEST_BPL_18

#136: [REQ- BPL-N03] BRAIN-IoT shall minimize the intervention
PASSED
of the System Operator to recover from runtime failures.

TEST_BPL_19

#137: [REQ- BPL-N04] BRAIN-IoT shall support Developers to NO
design
RUNthe IoT Application or Service in such a way to respect the GDPR re

TEST_BPL_20

#138: [REQ- BPL-N05] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall apply the most
INCOMPLETE
cost-efficient strategies to secure the IoT Application or Service.

TEST_BPL_21

#204: [REQ-BPL-N06] The BRAIN-IoT platform security components
INCOMPLETE
shall apply GDPR.

TEST_BPL_07

Figure 14: Test status regarding the system “Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform“.

Figure 15: Percent of the tests status regarding the system “Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform“.

The test TEST_BPL_01 is incomplete because the repository is under development, and the outcome is stored
locally. The TEST_BPL_017 is incomplete because a generic service of Machine Learning algorithms is under
development. The tests TEST_BPL_020 and TEST_BPL_021 are incomplete because some components are still
under development.
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The tests “NO RUN” were not executed because some features are under development, so they will be present
in the final release of BRAIN-IoT platform.
"BRAIN-IoT SOLUTION - Integrated BRAIN-IoT platform" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

CLOSED
[REQ- BPL-F08] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall provide
NOmeans
RUN for testingNO
andRUN
validating the IoT
7 Application or Service to guarantee the current functioning of the design and
0%implementation.
PARTIAL
NOT COVERED
[REQ-BPL-F02] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow NO
the RUN
possibility to update
PASSED
IoT Application 5and Services already developed without redesigning and redeveloping
it from ground.
0%
0%
[REQ-BPL-F01] BRIAN-IoT Platform shall support
INCOMPLETE
Developers to design
FAILED
and develop new0 complex IoT Applications and Services based on existing and reusable components.

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-BPL-F10] BRAIN-IoT platform components
NO
shall
RUNrespect privacy
BLOCKED
by design approach
0 and processes.
[REQ- BPL-F03] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allowPASSED
the deployment andINCOMPLETE
execution of the designed
4
IoT Applications and Services.
[REQ- BPL-F04] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall integrate
PASSED
at least the Devices
PARTIAL
and Systems which
0 are relevant for implementing the IoT Applications and Services required by the use-cases considered in the project.
INCOMPLETE
[REQ- BPL-F05] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall ensure
NO
authentication,
RUN
access
CLOSED
control and end-to-end
0
encryption for smallest constraint sensors to more complex
devices.
25%
[REQ-BPL-F06] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall ensureNO
authentication,
RUN
access
NOTcontrol
COVERED
and end-to-end
0
encryption for users.
NO RUN
BLOCKED
[REQ- BPL-F07] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall provide
NOmeans
RUN to make end
TOTAL
usersNUMBER
aware of the16protection level of IoT Applications and Service
w.r.t. security and privacy
44%
0%
[REQ-BPL-F09] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall react autonomously
PASSED
to environmental changes.
FAILED
[REQ- BPL-N01] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall support
PASSED
Developers to develop new complex IoT Applications and Services writing a minimal number of line of codes to reduce as much as possible bugs.
0%
[REQ- BPL-N02] BRAIN-IoT shall support the System
INCOMPLETE
Operator reducing the effort and time to deploy a new complex IoT Application or Service.
[REQ- BPL-N03] BRAIN-IoT shall minimize the intervention
PASSED
of the System Operator to recover from runtime failures.
[REQ- BPL-N04] BRAIN-IoT shall support Developers
NO RUN
to design the IoT Application or Service in such a way to respect the GDPR regulamentation.

PASSED
31%

[REQ- BPL-N05] BRAIN-IoT Platform shall applyINCOMPLETE
the most cost-efficient strategies to secure the IoT Application or Service.
[REQ-BPL-N06] The BRAIN-IoT platform security
INCOMPLETE
components shall apply GDPR.

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 16: Requirement coverage of “Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform”

The requirements “NO RUN” and “INCOMPLETE” are not completely implemented due to some features under
development, so their tests associated were not executed completely, as it was indicated in the previous
paragraph.
3.4.2

BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modeling Language

TESTS OF "MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling Language" REQUIREMENTS
Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST-MVF-F01

NO RUN at different1 abstraction levels as well as th
[REQ-MVF-F01] BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling Language shallPASSED
enable the system modeling
PASSED
8
[REQ-MVF-F02] BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling language shallNO
provide
RUN the capability
to describe and assemble
AI modules, their opera

TEST-MVF-F02

Status

Total Status

Quantity

0 to describe IoT device propert
[REQ-MVF-F03] BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling Language shallPASSED
provide annotationsFAILED
capabilities in order
BLOCKED
0
[REQ-MVF-N02] The behavior models shall ensure the composability
PASSED and reusability.

TEST-MVF-F03
TEST-MVF-N02

[REQ-MVF-N03] The behavior modeling languages shall rely PASSED
on standards with extension
PAUSED capabilities.0
INCOMPLETE
0
[REQ-MVF-D01] The system components and behaviors shallPASSED
be modelled using the
UML-based IoT Modelling
Language.

TEST-MVF-N03
TEST-MVF-D01
TEST-MVF-D04

APPLY
[REQ-MVF-D02] The application software components shall be
PASSED
modeled formallyNOT
using
BIP language.0
NOT DEFINED
0 should complement IoT-ML.
[REQ-MVF-D04] The AI concepts shall be introduced in a dedicated
PASSEDAI Module Modelling
Language that

TEST-MVF-D05

TOTAL
[REQ-MVF-D05] The IoT devices properties shall be introduced
PASSED
into IoT-ML regarding
to NUMBER
WoT standards.
9

TEST-MVF-D02

Figure 17: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modelling Language”
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Figure 18: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modelling Language”

Test TEST-MVF-F02 is “NO RUN” because component for REQ-MVF-F02 is still under development.
"MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling Language" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB
Req Status
Total Status
Quantity
INCOMPLETE
BLOCKED
NOT COVERED
[REQ-MVF-F03] BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling PASSED
Language shall provide
NOannotations
RUN
capabilities
1
in order to describe IoT device properties according to ontology standards
0% 0% CLOSED 0%
PARTIAL
FAILED
[REQ-MVF-D01] The system components and behaviors
PASSED shall be modelled
PASSED using the UML-based
8
IoT Modelling Language. BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modeling Language
0%
0%
[REQ-MVF-F01] BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling PASSED
Language shall enable
FAILED
the system modeling
0 at different abstraction levels as well as the component behavior.0%

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-MVF-F02] BRAIN-IoT Behavior Modeling NO
language
RUN shall provide
BLOCKED
the capability to describe
0
and assemble AI modules, their operations, and the semantics of their data types.
NO RUN
[REQ-MVF-N02] The behavior models shall ensure
PASSED
the composability
INCOMPLETE
and reusability. 0
11%
[REQ-MVF-D02] The application software components
PASSED shall be modeled
PARTIAL
formally using0BIP language.
[REQ-MVF-D04] The AI concepts shall be introduced
PASSED
in a dedicatedCLOSED
AI Module Modelling
0 Language that should complement IoT-ML.
[REQ-MVF-D05] The IoT devices properties shall
PASSED
be introduced intoNOT
IoT-ML
COVERED
regarding to0WoT standards.
[REQ-MVF-N03] The behavior modeling languages
PASSED
shall rely on standards
TOTAL NUMBER
with extension
9 capabilities.

PASSED
89%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 19: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Modelling Language”

The requirement REQ-MVF-F02 is “NO RUN” because the test has not been executed in this validation iteration.
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3.4.3

BRAIN-IoT PHY Layer Modeling Language
TESTS OF "MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - Physical Layer Modeling Language" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

PLML_1

NO IoT
RUNdevices modeling.
0
#152 - [REQ-MVF-F04] BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modeling Language
PASSEDshall enable the
PASSED
3
#158 - [REQ-MVF-N01] The physical layer modeling languagesPASSED
shall rely on standards
with extension capabilities.

PLML_2

Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILED
0properties, using SystemC-TLM
#162 - [REQ-MVF-D03] IoT devices (HW/SW) shall be modeled,
PASSED
considering functional/non-functional
0
#210 - [REQ-MVF-N04] The IoT device models shall ensure the
INCOMPLETE
composability andBLOCKED
reusability.

PLML_3
PLML_4

PAUSED
INCOMPLETE

0

NOT APPLY

0

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

4

1

Figure 20: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT PHY Layer Modelling Language”

Figure 21: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT PHY Layer Modelling Language”

The status of the test PLMEL_4 is “INCOMPLETE” because there is a step with the status
“INCOMPLETE”. In that step, the initial sensor model needs be aligned to water/flow meter updated
specification for completing the step.
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"MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - Brain-IoT Physical Layer Modeling Language" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

NO RUN
0%

Quantity

[REQ-MVF-F04] BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modeling
PASSED
Language shall enable
NO RUNthe IoT devices
0 modeling.

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-MVF-N01] The physical layer modeling languages
PASSED shall rely onPASSED
standards with extension
3
capabilities.

INCOMPLETE
25%

[REQ-MVF-D03] IoT devices (HW/SW) shall be PASSED
modeled, considering
FAILED
functional/non-functional
0
properties, using SystemC-TLM.
[REQ-MVF-N04] The IoT device models shall ensure
INCOMPLETE
the composability
BLOCKED
and reusability. 0
INCOMPLETE

1

PARTIAL

0

CLOSED

0

NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

4

NOT COVERED
0%

PARTIAL
0%
CLOSED
0%

BLOCKED
0%
FAILED
0%

PASSED
75%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 22: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT PHY Layer Modelling Language”

The requirement REQ-MVF-N04 is incomplete due to its associated test.
3.4.4

BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool
TESTS OF "MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - Modeling Tool" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST-MVF-F05

NO RUN
[REQ-MVF-F05] BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool shall support the description
PASSED and integration
of the system 2models at different abstraction
5
[REQ-MVF-F06] BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool shall support graphical
PASSED
human-friendly PASSED
monitoring of component
models.

TEST-MVF-F06

Status

Total Status

FAILED
[REQ-MVF-F07] BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool shall provide the ability
NO RUN
of AI module validation.
BLOCKED
[REQ-MVF-D06] IoT system graphical representation shall bePASSED
supported by papyrus
modeling tool.

TEST-MVF-F07
TEST-MVF-D06

Quantity

0
0

0
[REQ-MVF-D07] Papyrus modeling tool shall be extended to PASSED
support the formal representation
of partially/complete
IoT system in BI
PAUSED
INCOMPLETE
0
[REQ-MVF-D08] Papyrus modeling tool shall be extended to PASSED
monitor the IoT device
at runtime by integrating
with sensiNact.

TEST-MVF-D07
TEST-MVF-D08

NOT of
APPLY
0 semantic compatibility betwe
[REQ-MVF-D09] Papyrus modeling tool should be extended to
NOsupport
RUN the validation
syntactical and
NOT DEFINED
0

TEST-MVF-D09

TOTAL NUMBER

7

Figure 23: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool”
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Figure 24: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool”

The tests with status “NO RUN” have not been executed because the associated requirements concern the AI
Module Modeling Language and whose validation tools are still under development.
"MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - Modeling Tool" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

[REQ-MVF-F07] BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool shallNO
provide
RUN the ability of
NO
AIRUN
module validation.
2

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-MVF-F05] BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool shallPASSED
support the description
PASSED
and integration 5of the system models at different abstraction level.
[REQ-MVF-F06] BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool shallPASSED
support graphical human-friendly
FAILED
monitoring
0
of component models.
[REQ-MVF-D06] IoT system graphical representation
PASSEDshall be supported
BLOCKED
by papyrus modeling
0
tool.

BLOCKED
NOT COVERED
0%
PARTIAL
0%
0%
INCOMPLETECLOSED FAILED
0%
0%
0%

[REQ-MVF-D07] Papyrus modeling tool shall bePASSED
extended to support
INCOMPLETE
the formal representation
0
of partially/complete IoT system in BIP model.
[REQ-MVF-D08] Papyrus modeling tool shall bePASSED
extended to monitor
PARTIAL
the IoT device at runtime
0
by integrating with sensiNact.
[REQ-MVF-D09] Papyrus modeling tool shouldNO
be extended
RUN
to support
CLOSED
the validation of0 syntactical and semantic compatibility between AI modules modeled in the language.
NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

7

NO RUN
29%

PASSED
71%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 25: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool”

The requirements “NO RUN” have a test defined for it, but they have not been executed for the previous
explanation.
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3.4.5

BRAIN-IoT Code Generator
TESTS OF "MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - BRAIN-IoT Code Generator" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

BRAIN-IoT_Code_Generator_TEST_1

NO RUN software implementations
0
#155 - [REQ-MVF-F09] BRAIN-IoT Code Generator shall allow PASSED
the generation of behaviour
which reflect the
PASSED and non-functional
5
#156-[REQ-MVF-F10] BRAIN-IoT Code Generator shall allow the
PASSED
verification of functional
properties of the system

BRAIN-IoT_Code_Generator_TEST_2
BRAIN-IoT_Code_Generator_TEST_3
BRAIN-IoT_Code_Generator_TEST_4
BRAIN-IoT_Code_Generator_TEST_5

Status

Total Status

Quantity

0
#175-[REQ-MVF-D10] The generateed artifacts shall follow the
PASSED
OSGi specificationFAILED
and the event mechanism
provided by the executio
BLOCKED
0 of the components behaviors
#176- [REQ-MVF-D11] The code generator should be integrated
PASSED
with SMC-BIP to support
the simulation

0
#11-[REQ-MVF-F08] BRAIN-IoT Code Generator shall allow the
PASSED
generation of behaviour
software implementations
that can be deploy
PAUSED
INCOMPLETE
0
NOT APPLY

0

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

5

Figure 26: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Code Generator”

Figure 27: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Code Generator”
"MODELING AND VALIDATION FRAMEWORK - BRAIN-IoT Code Generator" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-MVF-F08] BRAIN-IoT Code Generator shall
PASSED
allow the generation
NOof
RUN
behaviour software
0
implementations that can be deployed on the runtime infrastructure.
NO RUN
[REQ-MVF-F09] BRAIN-IoT Code Generator shall
PASSED
allow the generation
PASSED
of behaviour software
5
implementations which reflect the modeled behaviour. FAILED
0%
0% and/or simulation
INCOMPLETE
[REQ-MVF-F10] BRAIN-IoT Code Generator shall
PASSED
allow the verification
FAILED
of functional and0non-functional properties of the system based
on model checking
techniques before code generation.
0%
[REQ-MVF-F11] BRAIN-IoT Code Generator shall
NOT
upload
COVERED
generated BLOCKED
smart/behavioral component
0
on a dedicated repository.
BLOCKED
[REQ-MVF-D10] The generate artifacts shall follow
PASSED
the OSGi specification
INCOMPLETE
and the event0 mechanism provided by the execution platform.
0%
NOT COVERED
[REQ-MVF-D11] The code generator should bePASSED
integrated with SMC-BIP
PARTIAL
to support the simulation
0
of the components behaviors
and interactions
PARTIAL
17%
0%
CLOSED
0
CLOSED
NOT COVERED
1
0%

TOTAL NUMBER

6

PASSED
83%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 28: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Code Generator”
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The requirement REQ-MVF-F11 does not have a test defined because its scope was under discussion at the
moment of the validation process.
3.4.6

BRAIN-IoT Fabric
TESTS OF "EXECUTION PLATFORM - BRAIN-IoT Fabric" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_1

NO RUN environment.
0
#160 - [REQ-EPL-F01 ]The execution platform should ensure aPASSED
deployment in a distributed
PASSED
9
#166 -[REQ-EPL-F02] The platform federation should providePASSED
mechanisms for remote
service discovery.

BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_2
BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_3
BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_4
BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_5
BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_6

Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILED deployment0of smart behavior.
#47 - [REQ-EPL-F03] The execution platform shall demonstrate
PASSED
a context-based, dynamic
BLOCKED
#174 - [REQ-EPL-F08] BRAIN-IoT Fabric shall recognize nodes PASSED
failures and automatic
redeploy them in0a different host.
#171 - [REQ-EPL-F06] BRAIN-IoT Fabric shall fetch smart/behavioral
PASSEDcomponent toPAUSED
be deployed from a0dedicated repository.
INCOMPLETE
#181 - [REQ-EPL-D01] Transparent service remoting and discovery
PASSED
should be provided
by OSGi Remote0 services

BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_8

NOT APPLY
0
#185 - [REQ-EPL-D05] Dependencies management shall ensured
PASSED
by OSGi Requirements/Capabilities
mechanism
NOT DEFINED
0 remotely, using scalable, typ
#46 - [REQ-EPL-N03] Smart Devices and Smart Behaviours must
PASSED
be able to communicate,
both locally and

BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_9

TOTAL NUMBER
#46 - [REQ-EPL-N03] Smart Devices and Smart Behaviours must
PASSED
be able to communicate,
both locally and
9 remotely, using scalable, typ

BRAIN-IoT_Fabric_Test_7

Figure 29: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Fabric”

Figure 30: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Fabric”

As shown in all the tests have been passed for BRAIN-IoT Service Fabric.
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"EXECUTION PLATFORM - BRAIN-IoT Fabric" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-EPL-N03] Smart Devices and Smart Behaviours
PASSED
must be able to
NO
communicate,
RUN
both
0 locally and remotely, using scalable, type safe events.

NO RUN
0%

[REQ-EPL-F03] The execution platform shall demonstrate
PASSED
a context-based,
PASSED dynamic deployment
8
of smart behavior.
[REQ-EPL-F01] The execution platform should PASSED
ensure a deploymentFAILED
in a distributed environment.
0
[REQ-EPL-F02] The platform federation shouldPASSED
provide mechanismsBLOCKED
for remote service0discovery.
[REQ-EPL-F06] BRAIN-IoT Fabric shall fetch smart/behavioral
PASSED
component
INCOMPLETE
to be deployed
0 from a dedicated repository.
[REQ-EPL-F08] BRAIN-IoT Fabric shall recognizePASSED
nodes failures and PARTIAL
automatic redeploy 0them in a different host.
[REQ-EPL-N01] The execution platform shall set
NOT
up COVERED
access control for
CLOSED
code deployment0by operators.
[REQ-EPL-N04] The underlying BRAIN-IoT runtime
NOTmust
COVERED
provide support
NOT COVERED
for distributing3 Smart Behaviours across etherogeneuos host machines.

NOT COVERED
27%

[REQ-EPL-N05] The execution platform shall check
NOT the
COVERED
integrity of all
TOTAL
codes
NUMBER
before deployment.
11
[REQ-EPL-D01] Transparent service remoting and
PASSED
discovery should be provided by OSGi Remote services

CLOSED
0%

[REQ-EPL-D05] Dependencies management shall
PASSED
ensured by OSGi Requirements/Capabilities mechanism

PARTIAL
0%

PASSED
73%

BLOCKED
0%
INCOMPLETE FAILED
0%
0%
NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 31: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Fabric”

Regarding the requirements that have not been covered yet with a test:
 REQ-EPL-N01: It is in development and it has not been possible to provide an estimation when this might
be completed. It depends on items from WP5 (e.g., the ability to authenticate a user).


REQ-EPL-N04: This requirement will be demonstrated by the Water Management use case.



REQ-EPL-N05: This is currently under discussion. Testing this requirement will depend on whether SHA
will be validated against the one contained in the smart behaviour artefact repository, or whether it will
require the use of signed jar files and therefore require certificate trust. If it is the latter, then this will be
blocked until such time as there is a certificate trust management solution from WP5.

3.4.7

sensiNact Edge Node(s)
TESTS OF "EXECUTION PLATFORM - sensiNact Edge Node(s)" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_1

NO RUN
0
#169 -[REQ-EPL-F04] The execution platform shall provide device-interaction
PASSED
protocols.
PASSEDdevices, protocols
3
#182 [REQ-EPL-D02] SensiNact shall ensure the interoperability
PASSED
between heterogonous
and data models.

SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_2
SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_3
SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_4

Status

Total Status

FAILED
#170 [REQ-EPL-F05] A graphical tool to facilitate devices monitoring
PASSEDshould be provided
BLOCKED
#184 [REQ-EPL-D04] SensiNact should provide a geographicalINCOMPLETE
map of devices deployment

Quantity

0
0

PAUSED
INCOMPLETE

0

NOT APPLY

0

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

4

1

Figure 32: Test status regarding the component “sensiNact Edge Node(s)”
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Figure 33: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “sensiNact Edge Node(s)”

The test SensiNact_Edge_Node_TEST_4 is INCOMPLETE because the robots coordinates are not displayed in a
worldwide map. The fit criterion is "It must be possible to display devices position on a wold wide map". In the
general case, the devices are displayed on a worldwide map, with a default position if the location is not
defined. This matches the fit criterion. But regarding the Robots, their coordinates are expressed using a ROS
internal coordinates referential, which has no mapping with real life coordinates. That's why the robots
coordinates are not displayed in a worldwide map.
"EXECUTION PLATFORM - sensiNact Edge Node(s)" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

[REQ-EPL-F04] The execution platform shall provide
PASSED
device-interaction
NO RUN
protocols.

0

[REQ-EPL-F05] A graphical tool to facilitate devices
PASSED
monitoring should
PASSED
be provided

3

VALIDATION RESULTS

CLOSED
PARTIAL 0%
0% NOT COVERED

[REQ-EPL-D04] SensiNact should provide a geographical
INCOMPLETE
map of devices
BLOCKED
deployment

NO RUN
0%

0%

[REQ-EPL-D02] SensiNact shall ensure the interoperability
PASSED
betweenFAILED
heterogonous devices,
0
protocols and data models.
0

INCOMPLETE

1

PARTIAL

0

CLOSED

0

NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

4

INCOMPLETE
25%
BLOCKED
0%

FAILED
0%
PASSED
75%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 34: Requirement coverage of “sensiNact Edge Node(s)”

The requirement REQ-EPL-D04 is INCOMPLETE due to its associated test.
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3.4.8

ROS Edge Node

TESTS OF "EXECUTION PLATFORM - ROS Edge Node" REQUIREMENTS
Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST_EPL_F09

NO RUN
#211 -[REQ-EPL-F09] The execution platform shall provide device-interaction
NO RUN
protocols
for ROS based2device.
PASSEDthe ibcn-cloudlet
0 rososgi project.
#183 -[REQ-EPL-D03] ROS Edge node shall ensure the ROS-based
NO RUN
platform by extending

TEST_EPL_D3

Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILED

0

BLOCKED

0

PAUSED
INCOMPLETE

0

NOT APPLY

0

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

2

0

Figure 35: Test status regarding the component “ROS Edge Node”

Figure 36: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “ROS Edge Node”

The ROS Edge is underdevelopment and targets the final release of BRAIN-IoT platform, it will be presented
and tested in the next integration of the deliverable.
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"EXECUTION PLATFORM - ROS Edge Node" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

[REQ-EPL-D03] ROS Edge node shall ensure theNO
interoperability
RUN
with
NOROS-based
RUN
platform.
2
[REQ-EPL-F09] The execution platform shall provide
NO RUN
device-interaction
PASSED
protocols for ROS
0 based device.
FAILED

0

BLOCKED

0

INCOMPLETE

0

PARTIAL

0

CLOSED

0

NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

2

FAILED PASSED
0%

VALIDATION RESULTSINCOMPLETE0%
PARTIAL
0%

0%

BLOCKED
CLOSED
0%
0%
NOT COVERED
0%

NO RUN
100%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 37: Requirement coverage of “ROS Edge Node”

The requirements are in “NO RUN” status in this deliverable because that its tests are still to be run as explained
previously. The updated results will be delivered in the next iteration of this deliverable.
3.4.9

BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository

This component is under discussion in the context of the BRAIN-IoT architecture at the moment of the
validation, for this reason the component has so few requirements associated and any test defined.

TESTS OF "EXECUTION PLATFORM - BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository" REQUIREMENTS
Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

Status

Total Status

Quantity

NO RUN

0

PASSED

0

FAILED

0

BLOCKED

0

PAUSED
INCOMPLETE

0

NOT APPLY

0

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

0

0

Figure 38: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository”
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Figure 39: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository”

"EXECUTION PLATFORM - BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB
Req Status
Total Status
Quantity
PASSED NO RUN
FAILED
[REQ-EPL-F07] BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository NOT
shallCOVERED
support semantic
NOdescription
RUN
of the0 stored artifact in order to allow the BRAIN-IoT Fabric to matchmaking the correct
to be deployed
and support the dependencies management.
0% artifact
0% INCOMPLETE
0%
BLOCKED
PASSED
0
0%
0%
CLOSED
PARTIAL
FAILED
0
0%
0%
BLOCKED
0

VALIDATION RESULTS

INCOMPLETE

0

PARTIAL

0

CLOSED

0

NOT COVERED

1

TOTAL NUMBER

1

NOT COVERED
100%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 40: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Artefacts Repository”

This product has only one requirement, and as any test has been defined for covering, the status of the
requirement is “NOT COVERED”.
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3.4.10

ACE Server
TESTS OF "SECURITY & PRIVACY FRAMEWORK - ACE Server" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST_SPF_F01

NO RUN
23
#127 [REQ-SPF-F01] ACE Server shall manage devices accountNO
information
RUN
and registration
PASSED and registration.
0
#126 [REQ-SPF-F02] ACE Server shall enable manage user account
NO RUN
information, passwords

TEST_SPF_F02

Status

Total Status

Quantity

0
#125 [REQ-SPF-F03] ACE Server shall ensure only authorized users/devices
NO RUN
accessFAILED
and prevent unauthorized
access to information sys
BLOCKED
0 terms of integrity and confide
#124 [REQ-SPF-F04] ACE Server shall ensure that each data transmission
NO RUN over a network
is protected in

TEST_SPF_F03
TEST_SPF_F04
TEST_SPF_F05

0

TEST_SPF_F07

#123 [REQ-SPF-F05] ACE Server shall be available to provide its
NOservices
RUN to other components.
PAUSED
INCOMPLETE
#121 [REQ-SPF-F07] ACE Server shall identify each device NO RUN

TEST_SPF_F08

#120 [REQ-SPF-F08] ACE Server shall manage rights of devicesNO RUN

TEST_SPF_F09
TEST_SPF_F10

NOT DEFINED
0
#119 [REQ-SPF-F09] ACE Server shall offer to operators an application
NO RUN to manage devices
and their rights
TOTAL NUMBER
#118 [REQ-SPF-F10] ACE Server shall identify each user
NO RUN
25

TEST_SPF_F11

#117 [REQ-SPF-F11] ACE Server shall manage rights of users NO RUN

TEST_SPF_F12

#116 [REQ-SPF-F12] ACE Server shall offer to operators an application
NO RUN to manage users and their rights

TEST_SPF_F13

#115 [REQ-SPF-F13] ACE Server shall provide to other components,
NO RUN
mechanisms to check authentication

TEST_SPF_F14

#39 [REQ-SPF-F14] ACE Server shall log unauthorized access.NO RUN

TEST_SPF_F15

#38 [REQ-SPF-F15] ACE Server shall provide authentication certificates
NO RUN or keys to devices through secured channel.

TEST_SPF_N01

#24 [REQ-SPF-N01]ACE Server shall be enable to provide its services
NO RUNwithout impacting the responsiveness of BRAIN-IoT platform

TEST_SPF_N02

#24 [REQ-SPF-N01] ACE Server shall be enable to provide its NO
services
RUN without impacting the responsiveness of BRAIN-IoT platform

TEST_SPF_N03

#23 [REQ-SPF-N02] ACE Server shall be scalable to avoid Single-Point-Of-Failure
NO RUN
risks

TEST_SPF_N04

#22 [REQ-SPF-N03] ACE Server shall manage in a central pointNO
users
RUNand devices identities and rights

TEST_SPF_N05

#21 [REQ-SPF-N04] The communication between the devicesNO
andRUN
the nodes shall be encrypted and authenticated

TEST_SPF_N06

#198 [REQ-SPF-N05] The communication between the nodesNO
andRUN
the distributed AAA Server shall be encrypted and authenticated

TEST_SPF_N07

#199 [REQ-SPF-N06] ACE Server shall be 99% available

TEST_SPF_N08

#200 [REQ-SPF-N07] ACE Server shall be recovered on failureNO RUN

TEST_SPF_N09

#201 [REQ-SPF-N08] ACE Server shall provide replication mechanisms
NOT APPLY

TEST_SPF_N10

#202 [REQ-SPF-N09] ACE Server shall be preceded by a load-balancer
NOT APPLY
if different instances exist

TEST_SPF_N11

#203 [REQ-SPF-N10] Users information and password stored NO
by ACE
RUNServer shall be encrypted

NOT APPLY

0
2

NO RUN

Figure 41: Test status regarding the component “ACE Server”

Figure 42: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “ACE Server”
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The tests “TEST_SPF_N09” and “TEST_SPF_N10” have the status “Not Apply” because it is not expected in a
research project as BRAIN-IoT that partners provide replication or load-balancing mechanisms. In the project
indeed only one instance of the ACE server will be provided for demonstrations. However the requirement
elicitation has been realised in order to provide all requirements to be covered by the ACE server in the case
of a generic use-case (not only for test purpose).
All the other tests are “NO RUN”, because they aim at checking the capabilities of the ACE Server to secure the
infrastructure where they are deployed. So even if most of the ACE server components are available and have
been already tested in other contexts, as their integration in the two use-cases is not finished yet, it is not
possible to assess their capabilities in EMALCSA and ROBOTNIK infrastructure and so to run the related tests.
"SECURITY & PRIVACY FRAMEWORK - ACE Server" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-SPF-N04] The communication between the
NOdevices
RUN and the nodes
NO RUN
shall be encrypted
22 and authenticated
[REQ-SPF-N03] ACE server shall manage in a central
NO RUN
point users andPASSED
devices identities and
0 rights

INCOMPLETE
0%
BLOCKED
[REQ-SPF-N01] ACE server shall be enable to provide
NO RUNits services without
BLOCKED
impacting the0responsiveness of BRAIN-IoT platform
0%
[REQ-SPF-F15] ACE server shall provide authentication
NO RUN certificates INCOMPLETE
or keys to devices through
0
secured channel.
FAILED
[REQ-SPF-F14] ACE server shall log unauthorized
NOaccess.
RUN
PARTIAL
0
0% PASSED
0%
[REQ-SPF-F13] ACE server shall provide to other
NOcomponents,
RUN
mechanisms
CLOSED to check authentication
2

[REQ-SPF-N02] ACE Server shall be scalable to NO
avoid
RUN
Single-Point-Of-Failure
FAILED risks

0

PARTIAL
0%

NOT COVERED
0%
CLOSED
8%

[REQ-SPF-F12] ACE server shall offer to operators
NO an
RUN
application toNOT
manage
COVERED
users and their
0 rights
[REQ-SPF-F11] ACE server shall manage rights of
NOusers
RUN

TOTAL NUMBER

24

[REQ-SPF-F10] ACE server shall identify each user
NO RUN
[REQ-SPF-F09] ACE server shall offer to operators
NO an
RUN
application to manage devices and their rights
[REQ-SPF-F08] ACE server shall manage rights of
NOdevices
RUN
[REQ-SPF-F07] ACE server shall identify each device
NO RUN
NO RUN
92%

[REQ-SPF-F05] ACE server shall be available toNO
provide
RUN its services to other components.
[REQ-SPF-F04] ACE Server shall ensure that each
NOdata
RUNtransmission over a network is protected in terms of integrity and confidentiality.
[REQ-SPF-F03] ACE Server shall ensure only authorized
NO RUN users/devices access and prevent unauthorized access to information systems.
[REQ-SPF-F02] ACE Server shall enable manageNO
user
RUN
account information, passwords and registration.
[REQ-SPF-F01] ACE Server shall manage devices
NO
account
RUN information and registration.

NO RUN
[REQ-SPF-N05] The communication between the
NOnodes
RUN and the distributed AAA Server shall be encrypted and authenticated

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

[REQ-SPF-N06] ACE server shall be 99% available
NO RUN
[REQ-SPF-N07] ACE server shall be recovered on
NOfailure
RUN
[REQ-SPF-N08] ACE server shall provide replication
CLOSED
mechanisms
[REQ-SPF-N09] ACE server shall be preceded by
CLOSED
a load-balancer if different instances exist
[REQ-SPF-N10] Users information and password
NOstored
RUN by the security components shall be encrypted

Figure 43: Requirement coverage of “ACE Server”

As presented in the previous section, requirements REQ-SPF-N08 and REQ-SPF-N09 do not apply to the
context of a research project like BRAIN-IoT, therefore they have been closed in the GitLab tool. For the other
requirements with “NO RUN” status, as said in the previous paragraph, they will be covered in next iteration
when the integration on the ACE server in the use-case infrastructure will be finalized.
3.4.11

BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk Assessment and Control Measures Tool

TESTS OF "SECURITY & PRIVACY FRAMEWORK - BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk Assessment" REQUIREMENTS
Test/Demonstration ID

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Requirement covered

Status

Total Status

Quantity

NO RUN

0

PASSED

0

FAILED

0

BLOCKED

0

PAUSED
INCOMPLETE

0

NOT APPLY

0

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

0

0
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Figure 44: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk Assessment and
Control Measures Tool”

Figure 45: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk
Assessment and Control Measures Tool”

This task is still under scope updating, the privacy will be implemented according to the technologies have
already been developed in BRAIN-IoT security and BRAIN-IoT Fabric. The current approach under discussion is
to annotate the data streams with privacy information and authorize the BRAIN-IoT service with its right to
process the data. The refined requirements will be presented in the Deliverable 2.7 “Final Architecture and Test
sites Specifications”, correspondingly, the final approach and implementation will be presented in Deliverable
D5.7 “Final enablers for Privacy awareness and control”. Hence, the tests and requirements will be illustrated in
next iteration and its validation resulted will be presented as well.
"SECURITY & PRIVACY FRAMEWORK - BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk Assessment" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

NO RUN

0

PASSED

0

FAILED

0

BLOCKED

0

INCOMPLETE

0

PARTIAL

0

CLOSED

0

NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

0

PASSEDNO RUN
FAILED BLOCKED
PARTIAL
0% 0%
0%
0%
0%
NOT COVERED
0%

0%
VALIDATION RESULTS
INCOMPLETE

CLOSED
0%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 46: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Awareness, Risk Assessment and Control
Measures Tool”

As explained in the previous paragraph, this product is under scope updating, and the requirements will be
presented in the next iteration.
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3.4.12

BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool

TESTS OF "SECURITY & PRIVACY FRAMEWORK -BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool" REQUIREMENTS
Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

Status

Total Status

Quantity

NOprovide
RUN cost-effective
1
BRAIN-IoT_Attack-Defence _Strategies_Exploration_Tool_TEST_1
#186 - [REQ-SPF-F17] BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration
NO RUN Tool should
attack Strategies and Impac
PASSED
0
FAILED

0

BLOCKED

0

PAUSED
INCOMPLETE

0

NOT APPLY

0

NOT DEFINED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

1

0

Figure 47: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool”

Figure 48: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration
Tool”

The test has not been executed yet because at the moment of the validation some inputs were needed for
testing:
 Possible cyberattacks on IoT systems from state-of-the-art.


Relevant security features (products) in the context of BRAIN-IoT systems.

These elements will be defined in the deliverable D5.5 and the component will be demonstrated in the last
release of the platform.
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"SECURITY & PRIVACY FRAMEWORK - BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILED
[REQ-SPF-F17] BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies
NO RUN
Exploration Tool
NOshould
RUN provide cost-effective
1
attack Strategies and Impactful defense configuration.
0%
INCOMPLETE
PASSED
0
0%
CLOSED
FAILED
0
0%
BLOCKED
0

VALIDATION RESULTS

INCOMPLETE

0

PARTIAL

0

CLOSED

0

NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

1

PASSED
0%

BLOCKED
0%

PARTIAL
0%
NOT COVERED
0%

NO RUN
100%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 49: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool”

The requirement REQ-SPF-F17 remains “No Run” because the test has not been executed yet.
3.4.13

Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour
TESTS OF "REUSABLE SMART BEHAVIOURS - Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST_FSB_01

NO shall
RUN be periodically
9 updated
#45: [REQ-RSB-F02] BRAIN-IoT predictive Smart Behaviours shall
NO RUN
use ML models that
PASSED
0 updated
#45: [REQ-RSB-F02] BRAIN-IoT predictive Smart Behaviours shall
NO RUN
use ML models that
shall be periodically

TEST_FSB_02

Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILED Smart Behaviour
0 valid for several use cases.
#139: [REQ-RSB-F01] BRAIN-IoT Repository shall contain at least
NO one
RUNreusable predictive
BLOCKED
0 reconfigurability of the BRAIN
#144: [REQ-RSB-F05] Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour shallNO
support
RUN the the context
based autonomic

TEST_FSB_03
TEST_FSB_04

0 reconfigurability of the BRAIN
#144: [REQ-RSB-F05] Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour shallNO
support
RUN the the context
based autonomic
PAUSED
INCOMPLETE
#140: [REQ-RSB-N01] Generic predictive Smart Behaviour willNO
allow
RUNthe configuration
of variables and0co-variables with respect to the

TEST_FSB_05
TEST_FSB_06
TEST_FSB_08

APPLYand co-variables.
0
#141: [REQ-RSB-N02] The Smart Behaviour shall explore correlation
NO RUNbetween the NOT
variables
And identify the set of co
NOTtoDEFINED
0 well-fitted.
#142: [REQ-RSB-N03] The Smart Behaviour shall evaluate between
NO RUN
methods in order
choose the more

TEST_FSB_09

TOTAL
NUMBER
#148: [REQ-RSB-N04] The rate at which these models will be NO
updated
RUN shall depend
on these
two factors:
9 ML_model_refresh_factor, M

TEST_FSB_07

Figure 50: Test status regarding the component “Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour”
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Figure 51: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour”

Although all the tests for this product were defined for covering the correspondent requirements, they could
not have been executed due to implementation and scope matter. This product has been defined recently in
the project, after M18 happened. Originally the concept for ML support under BRAIN-IoT had a very broad
scope, as reflected in D3.2. The initial idea was to have a very general framework that could allow any classic
AI or state-of-the-art ML technique to be developed and deployed with BRAIN-IoT using the available tools
and architecture. This focus has been altered, in the sense that after M18, there was a more clear vision to focus
on time series data "only", this leading to support only a subset of techniques of supervised learning both to
make predictions and to detect anomalies in said time series data.
The approach does not discard in any way the use of classic control algorithms and rule-based systems. The
concept has always been to use ML in the use cases for which it makes sense, as a sub-part of a bigger system.
What has changed is the scope of the ML methods we intend to give specific support from BRAIN-IoT.
"REUSABLE SMART BEHAVIOURS - Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

INCOMPLETE
FAILED PASSED
CLOSED
0%
0%
PARTIAL 0%
0%
NOT COVERED
0%
BLOCKED
[REQ-RSB-N01] Generic predictive Smart Behaviour
NO RUN
will allow the configuration
FAILED
of variables
0
and co-variables with respect to the input data0%
source.
0%
[REQ-RSB-N02] The Smart Behaviour shall explore
NO RUN
correlation between
BLOCKED
the variables and
0 co-variables. And identify the set of co-variables that are linearly independent as the regressors.

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-RSB-F02] BRAIN-IoT predictive Smart Behaviours
NO RUN shall use MLNO
models
RUN that shall be7 periodically updated

[REQ-RSB-F01] BRAIN-IoT Repository shall contain
NO RUN
at least one reusable
PASSED
predictive Smart
0 Behaviour valid for several use cases.

[REQ-RSB-N03] The Smart Behaviour shall evaluate
NO RUN
between methods
INCOMPLETE
in order to choose
0 the more well-fitted.
[REQ-RSB-F05] Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour
NO RUN
shall support thePARTIAL
the context based autonomic
0
reconfigurability of the BRAIN-IoT Fabric
[REQ-RSB-N04] The rate at which the predictive
NO
MLRUN
models will be CLOSED
updated shall depend
0 on these two factors: ML_model_refresh_factor, ML_model_variation_factor.
NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

7

NO RUN
100%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 52: Requirement coverage of “Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour”

All the requirements have the test coverage complete, but as they could not been executed, all the
requirements remain with the status “No Run”.
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3.4.14

Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour
TESTS OF "REUSABLE SMART BEHAVIOURS - Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST_ASB_01

RUN that shall be8 periodically updated
#147: [REQ-RSB-F04] BRAIN-IoT anomaly detection Smart Behaviours
NO RUN shall use MLNO
models
#147: [REQ-RSB-F04] BRAIN-IoT anomaly detection Smart Behaviours
NO RUN shall use MLPASSED
models that shall be0 periodically updated

TEST_ASB_02

Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILEDdetection Smart
0 Behaviour valid for several us
#143: [REQ-RSB-F03] BRAIN-IoT Repository shall contain at least
NO one
RUNreusable anomaly
BLOCKED
0
#145: [REQ-RSB-F06] Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour
NO RUN
shall detect anomalies
in the data traffic
in terms of security and ma

TEST_ASB_03
TEST_ASB_04

0 respect to the input data sou
#149: [REQ-RSB-N05] The Smart Behaviour will allow the configuration
NO RUN of variables
and co-variables with
PAUSED
0
#150: [REQ-RSB-N06] The Smart Behaviour shall explore correlation
NO RUNbetween the INCOMPLETE
variables and co-variables.
And identify the set of co

TEST_ASB_05
TEST_ASB_06

NOT
APPLY techniques.
0
#151: [REQ-RSB-N07] The Smart Behaviour shall support a setNO
of different
RUN
anomaly
detection
NOT
0 ML_model_refresh_factor, M
#148: [REQ-RSB-N08] The rate at which these models will be NO
updated
RUN shall depend
onDEFINED
these two factors:

TEST_ASB_07
TEST_FSB_08

TOTAL NUMBER

8

Figure 53: Test status regarding the component “Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour”

Figure 54: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour”

As it happens with the product “Generic Foreseer Smart Behaviour”, in this product also all the tests were
defining for covering the correspondent requirements, but again they could not been executed due to the
same implementation and scope matter explained in the previous section 3.16.
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"REUSABLE SMART BEHAVIOURS - Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

FAILED PASSED INCOMPLETE
PARTIAL
0%
0%
0%
0%
CLOSED
[REQ-RSB-F06] Generic Anomaly Detector Smart
NOBehaviour
RUN
shall detect
PASSED
anomalies in the
0 data traffic in terms of security and malfunctioning supporting the reconfigurability of the BRAIN-IoT Fabric BLOCKED
0%
NOT COVERED
0%
[REQ-RSB-F04] BRAIN-IoT anomaly detection Smart
NO RUN
Behaviours shall
FAILED
use ML models that
0 shall be periodically updated
0%
[REQ-RSB-N05] The Smart Behaviour will allowNO
theRUN
configuration ofBLOCKED
variables and co-variables
0
with respect to the input data source

VALIDATION RESULTS

[REQ-RSB-F03] BRAIN-IoT Repository shall contain
NO RUN
at least one reusable
NO RUN
anomaly detection
7 Smart Behaviour valid for several use cases.

[REQ-RSB-N06] The Smart Behaviour shall explore
NO RUN
correlation between
INCOMPLETE
the variables and
0 co-variables. And identify the set of co-variables that are linearly independent as the regressors
[REQ-RSB-N07] The Smart Behaviour shall support
NO RUN
a set of differentPARTIAL
anomaly detection0techniques.
[REQ-RSB-N08] The rate at which the anomaly NO
detection
RUN ML modelsCLOSED
will be updated shall
0 depend on these two factors: ML_model_refresh_factor, ML_model_variation_factor.
NOT COVERED

0

TOTAL NUMBER

7

NO RUN
100%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 55: Requirement coverage of “Generic Anomaly Detector Smart Behaviour”

The requirements for this product have also a complete coverage by tests, but with the status “No Run” because
they have not been executed yet.
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3.4.15

Service Robotics Scenario
TESTS OF "SERVICE ROBOTICS" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST_SRS_1

NO RUN
#57: REQ-SRS-N01 The Brain-IoT Platform shall guarantee thatNO
robots
RUN react to environmental
changes 18
and behaviour updates within a
PASSED
#57: REQ-SRS-N01 The Brain-IoT Platform shall guarantee thatPASSED
robots react to environmental changes 7and behaviour updates within a

TEST_SRS_1_S

Status

Total Status

Quantity

0
#56: REQ-SRS-N02 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee that
NOnew
RUNbehaviours orFAILED
functions are deployed
and executed within an am
BLOCKED
0
#56: REQ-SRS-N02 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee that
PASSED
new behaviours or functions are deployed
and executed within an am

TEST_SRS_2
TEST_SRS_2_S

0
#54: REQ-SRS-N03 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee that
NOfunction
RUN outputs are
correctly executed
PAUSED
INCOMPLETE
0
#54: REQ-SRS-N03 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee that
PASSED
function outputs are correctly executed

TEST_SRS_3
TEST_SRS_3_S
TEST_SRS_5

APPLYdo not affect
0 the task operations
#208: REQ-SRS-N04 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee that
NO RUN
robot anomaliesNOT
or failures
NOT
DEFINED
0
#212: REQ-SRS-N05 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee the
NOsoftware
RUN
deployed on the robots is authorized.

TEST_SRS_6_S

TOTAL
NUMBER
#213: REQ-SRS-N06 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow to monitor
PASSED
the status of the
robots
and IoT devices.
25

TEST_SRS_6

#213: REQ-SRS-N06 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow to monitor
NO RUN
the status of the robots and IoT devices.

TEST_SRS_7

#214: REQ-SRS-N07 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall generate alarms
NO RUN
under certain critical conditions recognized by humans.

TEST_SRS_8

#215: REQ-SRS-N08 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall take actionsNO
regarding
RUN the triggered alarms.

TEST_SRS_9

#216: REQ-SRS-N09 BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow dynamic device
NO RUN
localization

TEST_SRS_10

#217: REQ-SRS-N10 The data transmitted by the BRAIN-IoT platform
NO RUNover the user network shall be secured.

TEST_SRS_11

#218: REQ-SRS-N11 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall use secure communication
NO RUN
between heterogeneous end-points (potentially using d

TEST_SRS_12

#50: REQ-SRS-F01 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow interfacing,
NO RUN
monitoring and control a fleet of robots.

TEST_SRS_12_S

#50: REQ-SRS-F01 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow interfacing,
PASSED
monitoring and control a fleet of robots.

TEST_SRS_13

#206: REQ-SRS-F02 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow robotsNO
to RUN
interact with known and unknown IoT devices and services available

TEST_SRS_13_S

#206: REQ-SRS-F02 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow robotsPASSED
to interact with known and unknown IoT devices and services available

TEST_SRS_14

#207: REQ-SRS-F03 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow enabling
NO or
RUN
disabling active robots

TEST_SRS_15

#52: REQ-SRS-F04 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow to easily
NO
change/add
RUN
new behavior to the robots when needed

TEST_SRS_16

#51:REQ-SRS-F05 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow to makeNO
robots
RUNreacting to unpredictable environmental changes

TEST_SRS_17

#53: REQ-SRS-F06 The robots must be able to communicate sensed
NO RUN
data to the system

TEST_SRS_17_S

#53: REQ-SRS-F06 The robots must be able to communicate sensed
PASSEDdata to the system

TEST_SRS_18

#55: REQ-SRS-F07 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow robots NO
to collaborate
RUN
by securely sharing information and orchestrating comman

TEST_SRS_4

Figure 56: Test status regarding the scenario “Service Robotics”

Figure 57: Percent of the tests status regarding the scenario “Service Robotics”
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The tests with the status “NO RUN” need to be executed in the scenario with real robots. The tests “PASSED”
are the ones that use simulations.
"SERVICE ROBOTICS" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

REQ-SRS-F01 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow
PARTIAL
interfacing, monitoring
NO RUN
and control a fleet
11 of robots

VALIDATION RESULTS

REQ-SRS-F04 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow
NOtoRUN
easily change/add
FAILED
new behavior to0the robots when needed
REQ-SRS-F06 The robots must be able to communicate
PARTIAL sensed dataBLOCKED
to the system

NOT COVERED
0%

CLOSED
0%

REQ-SRS-F05 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow
NOtoRUN
make robots reacting
PASSEDto unpredictable
0 environmental changes
0

REQ-SRS-N03 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee
PARTIALthat operatives
INCOMPLETE
output are correctly
0 executed
REQ-SRS-F07 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow
NOrobots
RUN to collaborate
PARTIAL
by securely sharing
7 information and orchestrating commands/functionalities among them
REQ-SRS-N02 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee
PARTIALthat new behaviours
CLOSED or functions0are deployed and executed within an amount of time which does not affect the accomplishment of operational tasks
PARTIAL
REQ-SRS-N01 The Brain-IoT Platform shall guarantee
PARTIAL
that robots react
NOTtoCOVERED
environmental0 changes and behaviour updates within an amount of time which
does not affect the accomplishment of operational tasks
39%
REQ-SRS-F02 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow
PARTIAL
robots to interact TOTAL
with known
NUMBER
and unknown
18
IoT devices and services available in the environment where the robots are moving
REQ-SRS-F03 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall allow
NOenabling
RUN
or disabling active robots
REQ-SRS-N04 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee
NO RUNthat robot anomalies or failures do not affect the task operations

NO RUN
61%

REQ-SRS-N05 The BRAIN-IoT Platform shall guarantee
NO RUNthe software deployed on the robots is authorized
REQ-SRS-N06 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow
PARTIAL
to monitor the status of the robots and IoT devices.
REQ-SRS-N07 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall generate
NO RUN
alarms under certain critical conditions recognized by humans.
REQ-SRS-N08 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall take
NO
actions
RUN regarding the triggered alarms.

INCOMPLETE
0%
PASSED
FAILED
0%
0%
REQ-SRS-N11 The BRAIN-IoT platform shall useNO
secure
RUN communication between heterogeneous end-points (potentially using different communication protocols)
NO RUN
PASSED
FAILED
BLOCKED

REQ-SRS-N09 BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow dynamic
NO RUNdevice localization

REQ-SRS-N10 The data transmitted by the BRAIN-IoT
NO RUN
platform over the user network shall be secured.

BLOCKED
0%

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

Figure 58: Requirement coverage of scenario “Service Robotics”

The requirements with the status “PARTIAL” are the requirements that have more than one test associated for
their coverage. In this case one of the tests has been “PASSED” because it was performed with a simulation,
and there is another test with status “NO RUN” because it will be performed in the next months in real scenario
with real robots.
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3.4.16

Critical Infrastructure Scenario
TESTS OF "CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE" REQUIREMENTS

Test/Demonstration ID

Requirement covered

TEST_CIS_1

NOdeposits,
RUN
6 plants and control points.
#25: REQ-CIS-F10The water system shall monitor remotely the
BLOCKED
water quality in the
treatment
PASSED
9
#26:REQ-CIS-F09The water system shall monitor remotely the
PASSED
water level in the Dam
and the deposits.

TEST_CIS_2

Status

Total Status

#27: REQ-CIS-F08The water system shall monitor remotely devices
BLOCKED
in the control FAILED
points.
BLOCKED
#28: REQ-CIS-F07The water system shall control remotely theBLOCKED
Spill Gates.

TEST_CIS_3
TEST_CIS_4

Quantity

0
10

0
#29: REQ-CIS-F06The water system shall receive accurate predictions
PASSED that guide the
Dam control decisions.
PAUSED
INCOMPLETE
1
#30: REQ-CIS-F05The water system shall control remotely theNO
pumps.
RUN

TEST_CIS_5
TEST_CIS_6
TEST_CIS_8

APPLYdecisions.0
#31: REQ-CIS-F04The water system shall receive recommendations
NO RUN
that guide theNOT
pumping
NOT DEFINED in less 0than 10 seconds from the mome
#32: REQ-CIS-N03In the water system, the GUI shall receive the
PASSED
predictions/recommendations

TEST_CIS_9

TOTALinNUMBER
#33: REQ-CIS-N01In the water system the actuator shall receive
BLOCKED
the control commands
less than 4 seconds
from the moment of the
26

TEST_CIS_10

#34: REQ-CIS-F03The connection between SICA and an external
PASSED
platform or node shall be done through the SICA API.

TEST_CIS_11

#35: REQ-CIS-F02An external platform or node connected to the
BLOCKED
water system shall be able to send data to SICA.

TEST_CIS_12

#36: REQ-CIS-F01An external platform or node connected to water
BLOCKED
system shall be able to trigger actions in the actuators.

TEST_CIS_13

#187: REQ-CIS-N02The water system shall have a GUI for visualization
BLOCKEDdata.

TEST_CIS_14

#188: REQ-CIS-N04The water system shall support access control.
PASSED

TEST_CIS_15

#188: REQ-CIS-N04The water system shall support access control.
PASSED

TEST_CIS_16

#189: REQ-CIS-N05The water system shall be resilient to abnormal
NO RUN
situations (faults and attacks).

TEST_CIS_17

#189: REQ-CIS-N05The water system shall be resilient to abnormal
NO RUN
situations (faults and attacks).

TEST_CIS_18

#190: REQ-CIS-N06The BRAIN-IoT platform shall manage more
BLOCKED
than 15 devices of the mock-up (in real infrastructure should be more t

TEST_CIS_19

#191: REQ-CIS-N07The BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow monitoring
BLOCKED
the status of the IoT devices.

TEST_CIS_20

#192: REQ-CIS-N08The BRAIN-IoT platform shall generate alarms
PASSED
under certain critical conditions recognized by humans.

TEST_CIS_21

#193: REQ-CIS-N09The BRAIN-IoT platform shall take actions regarding
BLOCKED the triggered alarms.

TEST_CIS_22

#194: REQ-CIS-N10BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow dynamic device
NO RUN
localization

TEST_PHYDEV_1

#35: REQ-CIS-F02An external platform or node connected to the
INCOMPLETE
water system shall be able to send data to SICA.

TEST_PHYDEV_1.1

#35: REQ-CIS-F02An external platform or node connected to the
PASSED
water system shall be able to send data to SICA.

TEST_PHYDEV_1.2

#35: REQ-CIS-F02An external platform or node connected to the
PASSED
water system shall be able to send data to SICA.

TEST_PHYDEV_1.3

#35: REQ-CIS-F02An external platform or node connected to the
NO RUN
water system shall be able to send data to SICA.

TEST_CIS_7

Figure 59: Test status regarding the scenario “Critical Infrastructure”

Figure 60: Percent of the tests status regarding the scenario “Critical Infrastructure”
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The tests “BLOCKED” have this status mainly because the real infrastructure of the mock-up (called MEDUSA)
is needed for following the fit criterion indicated for the associated requirements. The tests TEST_CIS_6 and
TEST_CIS_7 are “NO RUN” because the algorithms are not done yet. The tests TEST_CIS_16 and TEST_CIS_17
are “NO RUN” because it is under study how to trigger abnormal situations in the infrastructure of the mockup. The test TEST_CIS_22 is “NO RUN” because it is needed to have devices that can send their location. The
test TEST_PHYDEV_1 is “INCOMPLETE” as it has dependency with the test TEST_PHYDEV_1.3, and as this one
has not been executed because it is necessary to reuse the embedded software, developed and validated on
the white box model, on the physical device.
"CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE" REQUIREMENTS
REQ ID FROM GITLAB

Req Status

Total Status

Quantity

VALIDATION RESULTS

REQ-CIS-F10: The water system shall monitor remotely
BLOCKEDthe water quality
NO RUN
in the deposits,
4 treatment plants and control points.
REQ-CIS-F09: The water system shall monitor remotely
PASSED the water level
PASSED
in the Dam and 6the deposits.
REQ-CIS-F08: The water system shall monitor remotely
BLOCKEDdevices in the
FAILED
control points. 0
REQ-CIS-F07: The water system shall control remotely
BLOCKEDthe Spill Gates.
BLOCKED

PARTIAL
0%
INCOMPLETE
0%

10

REQ-CIS-F06: The water system shall receive accurate
PASSEDpredictions that
INCOMPLETE
guide the Dam control
0
decisions.
REQ-CIS-F05: The water system shall control remotely
NO RUN the pumps. PARTIAL

CLOSED
0%
NOT COVERED
0%

NO RUN
20%

0

REQ-CIS-F04: The water system shall receive recommendations
NO RUN
that
CLOSED
guide the pumping0decisions.
REQ-CIS-N03: In the water system, the GUI shall
PASSED
receive the predictions/recommendations
NOT COVERED
0 in less than 10 seconds from the moment of the command generation.
REQ-CIS-N01: In the water system the actuatorBLOCKED
shall receive the control
TOTALcommands
NUMBER in less
20 than 4 seconds from the moment of the command generation.
BLOCKED
REQ-CIS-F03: The connection between SICA and
PASSED
an external platform or node shall be done through the SICA API.
50%
REQ-CIS-F02: An external platform or node connected
BLOCKEDto the water system shall be able to send data to SICA.
REQ-CIS-F01: An external platform or node connected
BLOCKEDto water system shall be able to trigger actions in the actuators.

PASSED
30%

REQ-CIS-N02: The water system shall have a GUI
BLOCKED
for visualization data.
REQ-CIS-N04: The water system shall support access
PASSED
control.
REQ-CIS-N05: The water system shall be resilient
NOto
RUN
abnormal situations (faults and attacks).
REQ-CIS-N06: The BRAIN-IoT platform shall manage
BLOCKED
more than 15 devices of the mock-up (in real infrastructure should be more than 100 devices).

FAILED
0%

REQ-CIS-N07: The BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow
BLOCKED
monitoring the status of the IoT devices.
REQ-CIS-N08: The BRAIN-IoT platform shall generate
PASSEDalarms under certain critical conditions recognized by humans.

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

CLOSED

NOT COVERED

REQ-CIS-N09: The BRAIN-IoT platform shall take
BLOCKED
actions regarding the triggered alarms.
REQ-CIS-N10: BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow dynamic
NO RUNdevice localization

Figure 61: Requirement coverage of scenario “Critical Infrastructure”

The need of the mock-up infrastructure for triggering some test induces that the corresponding requirements
are “BLOCKED” too.
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4

KPIs

The KPIs tracked are the original KPIs indicated in the “Table 1 – Targeted BRAIN-IoT Project KPI” from the
Grant Agreement but with the updates performed in the deliverable “D6.2 - Integration and Lab Scale
Evaluation” and indicated in the “Table 7: List of BRAIN-IoT KPIs related to its architecture components and use
cases” of that document.
COVERAGE OF THE KPIs
KPI ID

STATUS M18

Related TO / SO

Total Status Quantity

KPI 1

PASSED

TO1

NO RUN

5

KPI 2

PASSED

TO1

PASSED

13

KPI 3

PASSED

TO1

FAILED

0

KPI 4

PASSED

TO2

BLOCKED

1

KPI 5

PASSED

TO2

INCOMPLETE

0

KPI 6

PASSED

TO2

PARTIAL

1

KPI 7

NOT APPLY

TO1

NOT APPLY

0

KPI 8

PASSED

TO2

KPI 9

NOT APPLY

TO3

NOT COVERED 2
TOTAL NUMBER 22

KPI 10

PASSED

TO3

KPI 11

PASSED

TO4

KPI 12

PASSED

TO4

KPI 13

PASSED

TO4

KPI 14

NO RUN

TO5

KPI 15

NO RUN

TO5

KPI 16

NO RUN

KPI 17

NO RUN

KPI 18

PASSED

KPI 19

NOT COVERED

KPI 20

NOT COVERED

KPI 21

PASSED

TO6

KPI 22

NOT APPLY

TO6

KPI 23

PARTIAL

SO1, SO3

KPI 24

NO RUN

SO4

KPI 25

BLOCKED

SO4

KPI RESULTS
NOT APPLY
0%

BLOCKED
4%

PARTIAL
5%
INCOMPLETE
0%

NOT
COVERED
9%

FAILED
0%

NO RUN
23%

PASSED
59%

NO RUN

PASSED

FAILED

BLOCKED

INCOMPLETE

PARTIAL

NOT APPLY

NOT COVERED

Figure 62: KPI results

The information regarding the validation of the KPIs is indicated in the next table. The results are in
relation with the M18 period.

KPI ID

KPI 1

STATUS on
M18

TO1

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Related Technical
Objective
/ Strategic
Objectives

Description of KPI

M18 and Comments

Ability to form a Fabric
on local ‘complaint’
Linux resource.

< 20 minutes
Depends on different things, for
instance, the number of nodes
Document for describing which
conditions, including fabric node
number, resources type.
YES using Paremus SF, that can
guarantee the KPI. Deployment in an
environment, less than 10 minutes.
On the wiki
-BRAIN-IoT SF -> open source, but
it’s running on top of Paremus SF.
Not need to run on top, but doing it,
provides some benefits.
-Paremus SF -> commercial product.
It can provide more feature.
Precondition: to use the Paremus
Service
Fabric
in
this
KPI.

M36

< 5 minutes
5-7 min in current
demo scenario?
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BRAIN-IoT services fabric always will
need something else.
KPI 2

KPI 3

TO1

PASSED

TO1

PASSED

Ability to Recover and
/ or replace a failed
node
Deploying BRAIN-IoT
infrastructure
functionality
Deployment of the
BRAIN-IoT Fabric, for
having the smart
behaviours working.

KPI 4

PASSED

TO2

Cause Smart
Behaviour/s to be
deployed

KPI 5

PASSED

TO2

Update a previously
deployed Smart
Behaviour/s

KPI 6

PASSED

TO2

Eject previously
deployed Smart
Behaviour/s
Integration of different
protocols
It will be supported by
sensiNact in order to
guarantee different
data sources and
protocols

< 20 minutes
YES (using Paremus SF)

< 5 minutes
YES (using Paremus
SF)

2 commands
(Ansible commands)
< 5 minutes
YES (Using Paremus SF)

2 commands
Ansible commands)
< 5 minutes

Operator Trigger
(Environment trigger, not required
service Fabric)
YES
Operator Trigger
(New version deployment with
BRAIN-IoT User Interface)
YES

Operator Trigger
Environment Trigger

Operator Trigger
Automated Trigger

Operator Trigger
YES

Operator Trigger
Inactivity Trigger

10
(We don’t have 10)
Only 5 in example, but no restrictions
in Fabric
DOES NOT APPLY

10 different type of
protocols

KPI 7

NOT APPLY

TO1

KPI 8

PASSED

TO2

Number of distributed
BRAIN-IoT Services
developed

3
YES
Currently 8.

10

KPI 9

NOT APPLY

TO3

Form a Federation
from a set of Fabrics

2 participant Fabrics
DEPRECATED

5 participants Fabrics

10 services
YES

25 services

<5s
YES

<1s

Number of
interconnected
services within the
remote fabrics
Time to establish
secure end-to-end
channel in the
targeted use cases.

KPI 10

PASSED

TO3

KPI 11

PASSED

TO4

KPI 12

PASSED

TO4

Impact of security on
comm. delays

< 500 ms
YES

< 100 ms

KPI 13

PASSED

TO4

% of critical dataflow
encrypted

100%
YES

100%

KPI 14

NO RUN

TO5

End-user privacy
features supported

Privacy awareness
On-going

Privacy control

KPI 15

NO RUN

TO5

Privacy support tools
available

Privacy modelling / assessment tools
On-going

Privacy
awareness/control
API

KPI 16

NO RUN

Additional KPI

Authentication of users

100% of authenticated users
On-going

100% of
authenticated users

KPI 17

NO RUN

Additional KPI

Access Control on
application

No user access without rights
On-going

No user access
without rights
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KPI 18

PASSED

KPI 19

NOT
COVERED

KPI 20

NOT
COVERED

Additional KPI

Identity & Rights
management

1 application to manage users &
rights
YES

application
to
manage users &
rights connected to
BRAIN-IoT platform

Additional KPI

Availability of
authentication
(The AAA service shall
be available for the
components and
nodes. Relevant for the
Fabric)

To be aligned with platforms
availability
(With a measure of down time)

To be aligned with
platforms availability
(With a measure of
down time)

IoT registration

(Related to the devices that allow
security)

100% of
unregistered IoT are
rejected

Device modelling, binding of models
to concrete implementations.
DONE

Code generation,
platform monitoring

DEPRECATED

20%

2 use case models defined for PoC
DONE

2 full use case
models defined and
analysed for the test
site

2 / 10

4 / 20

2 / 20
Mock-up infrastructure needed

4 / 100

KPI 21

PASSED

TO6

KPI 22

NOT APPLY

TO6

KPI 23

PARTIAL

SO1, SO3

KPI 24

NO RUN

SO4

KPI 25

BLOCKED

SO4

Development
operations supported
by means of BRAIN-IoT
tools
Reduction of
development,
integration effort by
using BRAIN-IoT tools
Use Case models
supporting BRAIN-IoT
dynamic deployment
and reconfiguration
features backed by the
marketplace
Num. of use cases /
devices supported in
the Service Robotics
use case
Num. of use cases /
devices supported in
the Critical
Infrastructure
Management use case

Table 5: Information about the KPIs
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5

Conclusion

The first iteration of the Phase 1 evaluation ended officially on Friday 7 th of February. Originally the validation
was planned for ending at December 2019, but due to the updates and new documents written after the Project
Review report on January 2020, this deliverable D6.4 was delayed for receiving as inputs the new requirements
defined on those documents. The main conclusion of this iteration are:
 In this first iteration, the tests were focused mainly at component level.


In the case of the Critical Infrastructure scenario, some requirements needed to be tested in the mock-up
infrastructure, so a lot of tests regarding the Critical Infrastructure will be executed when the network
architecture of the mock-up will be finished.



In the case of Service Robotics scenario, some requirements needed to be tested with real robots, and
they were not finished in time for the validation period.



None issues were detected during the tests. Mainly because several tests involved components and
features that belongs to the solutions of the partners.



It is expected that in the next iteration of the evaluation, more issues will be detected, because more tests
will be triggered in real infrastructures.



The use of Excel files for the validation framework is not the best solution, due to the limitation regarding
updating change in the tests. However for a research project with constrained budget, it was a convenient
solution to monitor the validation process.

This first iteration validation process also has helped:
 To find misalignments between the products of the BRAIN-IoT architecture and the requirements defined
for them.


To improve the description of some requirements.



To find misalignments in the abstraction levels.



To find misalignments in the scope of some component.



To improve the validation methodology.



To identify where the next actions can be focused for improving the requirements and specifications.

Originally, this document had a schedule in some products regarding when some requirements could be
implemented and when some tests could be validated. The pandemic of the virus covid-19, that triggered the
stop of the activities of many companies and the cancellation of all the physical meetings, has impacted the
schedule. For instance, the facility where the mock-up is built, is closed in the stage of network deployment
without an opening date. That event has triggered that a new planning is being performed at the moment of
the conclusion of this deliverable.
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Acronyms
Acronym
BRAIN-IoT
IT
IoT
OSGi
OT
PoC
SICA
WoT

Explanation
model-Based fRamework for dependable sensing and Actuation in
iNtelligent decentralized IoT systems
Information Technology
Internet of Things
Open Services Gateway initiative
Operational Technology
Proof-of-Concept
Integral System of the Water Cycle
Web of Things
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Annex A

The complete information regarding the validation results and coverage can be read in the excel document in
the ownCloud:
-

VALIDATION_RESULTS.xlsx

URL:
https://repository-pert.polito.it/remote.php/webdav/2018-EU-BRAIN-IoT-PartnersRepository/WP%20Activities/WP6%20Test%2C%20Demonstration%20and%20Evaluation/D6.4%20Phase%20
1%20Evaluation%20Report/Internal%20Versions/VALIDATION_RESULTS.xlsx
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